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Introduction 
1.1 Piezoelectric Concept 
The.concept of flexible structure creates a great revolution in today’s worlds. It consists of 
laminated structure, sensors and actuators all are coordinated with each other by the help 
of some means of the controller. Flexiblesstructuresshave lowsflexible rigiditysandssmall 
materialsdampingsratio. A smallsexcitation mayspromote to destructiveshighsamplitude 
vibration andslongssettlingstime. Vibrationscontrolsof flexiblesstructuressis an important 
problemsinsseveralsengineeringsapplications, especially for the precise operation 
performancessin aerospacessystems, ssatellites, sflexible manipulators, setc. Vibrationscan 
creatsfailure, fatiguesdamagessor radiate redundant loud noise. 
Piezoelectric (PZT) bonded structures have found its role in many engineering 
application like satellites, aircraft structures etc. There are different smart materials that 
are used as actuators and sensors like shape memory alloy, a magnetostrictive material, 
piezoelectric material, electrostrictive material etc. These materials can be bonded to the 
structures that can be used as actuators and sensors. Among the above stated smart 
materials, PZT has been very popular in use due to the insensitivity of temperature, easy to 
use and high strength. They also generate a large deformation for which they are used 
extensively nowadays. When a structure is experiencing some kind of vibration, there is a 
various method through which we can control the vibration: 
1. Passivescontrol involves someskind of structuralsmodification orsredesign, sinclude
the usesof springssandsdampers, which helps insreducing the vibration. But they
reached to theirsextent in the field ofsdevelopment. Theysrequiredsextra mounting
space andsweight. And also it’s notseffective at low damping frequencies.
2. Active controlsinvolves thesstructureswith sensors, sactuators andssome kind of
electronicscontrolssystem, swhichsspecificallysfunctioned tosreducesthesvibration
levels. New control design with sensor-actuator system have been proposed called
smart material (PZT) becausesof their resiliencesproperty, light in weight, the high
bandwidth of devices, fast expansion response very quickly, low power
consumption, small space required and it can be operated at cryogenic temperature.
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Smart materialsshavesproduced smallersand powerfulsactuators andssensors withshigh 
veracitysinsstructures. These materialsscan modify their geometricsmechanical (material) 
properties under the influence of any kind of electric (applied voltage), magnetic field. 
Piezoelectric (lead-Zirconium-Titanate) materials can be utilised sufficiently in the 
development of smart systems. By far most of the exploration in smart material has 
focussed on the control of structure produced using composite materials with installed or 
reinforced piezoelectric transducer due to their amazing mechanical electrical coupling 
attributes. A piezoelectric material reacts to mechanical power by producing anselectric 
chargesorsvoltage. Thissprocess is known as the directspiezoelectric impact, then again, 
when an electric field is connected to the material, mechanical push or strain is impelled, 
this phenomenon is known as the opposite piezoelectric impact. The immediate impact is 
utilised for sensing and the opposite impact for actuation. 
1.1.1. Application of PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
 By implementing their natural sensing and actuating abilities into structural 
components of vehicles smart materials have discovered tremendous use in car 
applications. 
 They are extensively used in structural health monitoring (SHM). They sense the 
vibration produced in the structure during the earthquake and thereby counteract the 
vibration through actuation thus preventing the extent of damage to the structure. 
 Another area of application of smart material is in the field of aerospace industry where 
a combination of sensors and actuators are used to detect any new crack or propagation 
of a crack in aircraft component. 
 Energy harvesting 
 Marine application  
1.2 Introduction of Finite Element Method and ANSYS  
Withvthesadvancementsinstechnology, sthe designsprocess isstoosclose tosprecision, sso 
the finiteselement methods (FEM) issused widely andscapable ofsdrawing the complicated 
structure. sTherefore, tossolve thescomplex problems, svarious comparativestechniques 
such as FEM, mesh-free method, finite difference method, etc. shavesbeen utilised inspast 
tosevaluatesthesdesiredsresponses bysincorporatingsthe real-lifessituations. Outsof all 
comparativesanalysis, the FEMshassbeensdominated the engineeringscomputationsssince 
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itssinvention andsalso expandedsto a variety ofsengineeringsfields. FEMsis widelysused 
assthesmostsreliablestoolsforsdesigningsofsany structures because of the accuracy 
compare tosothersmethods.  Itsplays anssignificant rolesin diviningsthesresponses i.e. 
bendingsand vibrationsofsvarioussmodels. Nowadays, FEMsisswidelysusedsby all 
industries which save theirstremendousstime ofsprototyping withsreducing thesdamage 
and cost due to real test and enhances the innovationsat a fastersand moresprecise way. 
ANSYS isvbeing used in severalvengineering areasvsuch as powervgeneration, 
transportation, vdevices, andvhouseholdvappliances asvwell as to analysevthe vehicle 
simulation and in aerospacevindustries. In thevpresent work, thevbending andvvibration 
analysisvof PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic and laminated composite plates is done 
by taking SOLID5 for PZT and SOLID45 for homogeneous isotropic and laminated 
composite plate from the ANSYS library. SOLID5 is an eightvnodedvsix degrees of 
freedom (DOF) at each node and having the mechanical, electrical and mechanical 
capability and SOLID45 is an eight noded three DOF at each node at having a large strain, 
the large deflection. 
1.3 Motivation of the Present Work  
The laminatedscomposite platessare of prominent consideration tosthe designerssbecause 
of efficient, slightweightsstructures, duesto theirssinfinite beneficialsproperties. The 
increasedscomplexsanalysissof the compositesstructures is mainlysdue to its excellentsuse 
in thesfield ofsaerospace/aeronauticalsengineering. Thesesstructuralselementssare 
subjectedsto multiplestypes ofsmixedsloadingsin their serviceslife whichsleads diminish 
thesnaturalsfrequency of the materialsandshighest centralsdeflection. Assnon-destructive 
testings (NDT) methodsslike mechanical impedance, ultrasonicsinspection, setc. have 
been employedsto preciselysevaluate the effectsof theslaminatedscompositesplate. 
Moreover, smost of thesestechniquessare mainly time-consuming, laboursintensive, and 
costsineffectiveswhen massivesstructures aresincluded. Hence, tosexamine thesstructural 
responses, the numericalsapproachesscan be implementedsespeciallyswhen thesgeometry, 
thesmaterial, sand thesloading typessare complicatedsinsessence. Therefore, asgeneral 
simulationsmodel issdevelopedswhich canscompute the truesbending andsvibration 
responsessof PZT bondedshomogeneoussisotropic and laminatedscomposite plates.  
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
Thessummary andsmotivation of the presentswork are discussed insthis chapter. sThis 
Chapter 1 issdivided intosfour differentssections, thesfirst section, a basicsintroduction to 
problemsand theoriessused in past. Consequently, asconcise introductionsof FEM and 
FEA tool, ANSYS is used in thessecond sectionsand the motivationsof presentswork is 
explainedsin thesthirdssection. The remainingspart of thesthesis is organised insthe 
followingsfashion. In Chapter 2, somessignificant augmentationssto the bending and the 
vibration behaviour ofsPZT bondedshomogeneous isotropic andslaminated composite 
plate are highlighted. Based on the literature survey thesobjective and scopesof the work is 
discussedsinsnextssection. In Chapter 3, thesgeneralsmathematicalsformulation forsthe 
bendingsand vibrationsof PZT bondedshomogeneoussisotropic and laminatedscomposite 
plate is explained. Finiteselement (FE) sformulationsfor coupledsfield analysis is 
examined. sFirst-order shearsdeformationstheory (FSDT) issused forsthe presentsanalysis 
of homogeneoussisotropic and laminated composite plate. Chapter 4 shows the bending 
and vibration behavior of PZT bondedshomogeneous isotropic andslaminated composite 
plate. Convergencesand validationsstudy is carried out forsbending and vibrationsanalysis 
of homogeneoussisotropic and laminatedscomposite plate. Insaddition to that, an 
experimental study is also carried out for vibrationsanalysis of homogeneous isotropic and 
laminated composite plate for closed and open circuit condition. Some bending and 
vibration problemssaressolved for different geometrical parameters and discussed in 
Numerical illustrationssection. Chapter 5 reviewssthe wholeswork andsit containssthe 
concludingsremarkssbased onsthe presentsstudy and the future scopesof theswork is 
discussed.  
 
 
 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
2.1 Literature Survey 
Many researchers have studied the bending and vibration responses of isotropic, 
orthotropic, anisotropic and laminated composite plates using various plate theories. Few 
of the important work on bending and vibration of PZT bonded plate carried out by 
various researchers are discussed in detail.  
The static and dynamic responses of the cantilever laminated composite structure 
embedded with piezoelectric layer are investigated by Crawley and luist [1]. The dynamic 
analysis of composite structure having piezoelectric layers was studied by Ray et al. [2]. 
They obtained the solution for stresses and mathematical deflections by using the field 
equations under the application of the electric potential. Lee [3] developed a new 
piezoelectric laminate theory to investigate the effect of distributed sensing to control the 
torsional, bending, shrinking, stretching and shearing of the flexible laminate composite 
plate under electromecanical and mechanoelectrical loading. Wang and Rogers [4] analyse 
the classical laminated plate theory to find out pure extension and pure bending of 
piezoelectric patch bonded and/or embedded in laminated structure under thermal loading 
condition. Huang and Wu [5] developed mathematical modeling for studying the response 
of fully coupled hybrid multilayered composite plate and piezoelectric plate by using first 
order shear deformation theory to find out the coefficient of displacement and electric 
field. Wu and Syu [6] presents asymptotic formulations to evaluate structural behavior of 
FG piezoelectric shell in the electro-elastic coupled field and also studied the effect of 
gradient index of properties of the material on the variables mechanical and electric fields. 
By further modifying the Stroh formalism an analytical solution is obtained for the 
frequency response of cylindrical bending of piezoelectric laminated structure to the plane 
strain vibrations of piezoelectric materials obtained by Vel et al. [7]. Also, coefficients of 
the endless series solution found out from the continuity condition at the interface and the 
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different boundary condition at the edge of the laminate and they satisfied according to 
consideration of Fourier series sense. For different boundary conditions, the results are 
shown. The bending responses of the laminated plate embedded with piezoelectric 
actuators and sensors subjected to electrical and mechanical loading are obtained by Vel 
and Batra [8] using state space method in the framework of first order shear deformation 
theory (FSDT). Mallik and Ray [9] investigated the performance of PFRC materials for 
smart composite plates as the distributor actuator and studied the static behaviour of the 
composite plate made of PFRC material. Mitchell and Reddy [10] analysed mechanical 
displacement using equivalent single layer theory whereas layerwise theory is used to find 
out potential function of piezoelectric bonded laminated composite panel. Mitchell and 
Reddy [11] presents the refined theory for simply supported piezoelectric bonded 
laminated composite plate to show equation of motions based on electromechanical 
coupling and linear piezoelectricity. Liao and Yu [12] constructed coupled 
electromechanical field of Reissner-Mindlin model designed for Piezoelectric bonded 
laminated plate by means of any electric potential in the thickness direction by using the 
variational asymptotic method. Dumir et al. [13] developed a mathematical model based 
on the third order theory and zigzag theory to obtain the vibration and buckling responses 
of laminated piezoelectric plates considering the nonlinearity in von-Karman sense. 
kumari et al. [14] presents new improved third order theory to find out bending and 
natural frequency response of simply supported hybrid horizontal plate integrated with 
piezoelectric under thermal loading condition. Moita et al. [15] developed a mathematical 
model of higher-order theory for static and vibration analysis of magnetostrictive elastic 
plates to find out the mechanical deformation, electric and magnetic potentials.  Lage et al. 
[16] presented a three-dimensional analytical solution of finite element formulation by 
applying Reissner mixed principle of variational for adaptive plate structure which is 
somewhat mixed layer-wise in nature. Reddy [17] developed a mathematical formulation 
of finite element model and Navier solutions by implementing classical laminate and shear 
deformation theories of the plate for the investigation of simply supported PZT bonded 
rectangular laminated composite plate subjected to both electrical and mechanical loading. 
Saviz and Mohammafpourfard [18] revealed a mathematical model for dynamic analysis 
of simply supports PZT bonded layered cylindrical shell subjected to pinch/ring load by 
applying Galerkin’s finite element method to find out the natural frequency response. 
Torres and Mendonca [19] developed a mathematical model for simply supported 
piezoelectric laminated composite plate based on the equivalent single layer theory to find 
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out the mechanical deflection and electrical potential under different loading and stacking 
sequence. Vnucec [20] performed the mathematical model by using classical laminate 
plate theory to find out the engineering properties of the profound plate and stress-strain 
distribution for various angles of laminations of the composite structure under combined 
loading condition. Liang [21] developed a mathematical model to obtain an analytical 
solution to analyze steady frequency response of a simply supported laminated composite 
structure with piezoelectric patches as sensors and actuators, either bonded to or 
embedded in it to its surface by using Fourier series method. The transient deformations of 
plate or beam bonded by piezoelectric patches are simulated by using the FE method. 
Sahoo et al. [20] developed mathematical modeling by using HSDT and Green- 
Lagrangian nonlinearity to present nonlinear flexural behaviour of laminated 
Carbon/Epoxy structure. Vel and Batra [23] developed mathematical modeling of 
piezoelectric bonded laminated homogeneous panel and are analyzed by using the 
Eshelby-Stroh formalism to find out quasistatic deformation by considering Fourier series 
sense. Kant and Shiyekar [24] obtained an analytical solution by using higher order 
normal and shear deformation theory for the flexural of cylindrical piezoelectric plates to 
find out displacement and electrical potential. Shiyekar and Kant [25] presented an 
analytical solution for integrated piezoelectric fiber-reinforced composite actuators in 
cross-ply composite laminates by using higher order normal and shear deformation theory 
subjected to electromechanical loading under bi-directional bending. Kerur and Ghosh 
[26] developed a mathematical model of the laminated composite plate for studying the 
finite element formulation of coupled electromechanical field for controlling the non-
linear transient response by using Von Karman and first order shear deformation theory. 
Sladek et al. [27] investigated static and dynamic analysis of piezoelectric bonded 
laminated plates using Reissner-Mindlin theory under electrical potential or pure 
mechanical load on the upper surface of laminated plate. Saravanos et al. [28] investigated 
dynamic and quasi-static analysis of piezoelectric bonded smart laminated composite 
structure using layerwise theory. Godoy and Trindade [29] used the equivalent single layer 
theory and third-order shear deformation theory designed for the study of piezoelectric 
patches embedded in the laminated composite panel and patches connected to resonant 
shunt circuit which is in an active-passive sense by considering the mechanical and 
electrical degree of freedom. Qing et al. [30] investigated static and dynamic analysis of 
clamped aluminum plates with piezoelectric patches using modified mixed variational 
principle. Dash and Singh [31] developed mathematical modeling using higher order shear 
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deformation theory (HSDT) for piezoelectric bonded laminated composite plate to find out 
zero transverse shear strain at the top surface of panel considering Von-Karman logic. 
Rogacheva [32] developed mathematical modeling for piezoelectric laminated bars which 
are symmetrically arranged about the middle plane to calculate stresses, vibration, 
deflection and electrical quantities. Zhang et al. [33] investigated free vibration analysis of 
multilayered piezoelectric laminated composite plate by using differential quadrature 
techniques to resolve three-dimensional piezoelasticity equations under different boundary 
conditions at the plate edge. Bendigeri et al. [34] presents the use of piezoelectric material 
properties to study the static and dynamic responses of smart composite structures using 
FEM. Heylinger [35] developed an exact solution for the three-dimensional static response 
of piezoelectric embedded laminated cylindrical shells under simply supported condition. 
Cinefra et al. [36] investigated the free vibration responses of the plate embedded with 
piezoelectric patches using virtual displacement principle and finite element method 
(FEM). Yakub et al. [37] presents vibration control using equivalent single layer third-
order shear deformation theory to get natural frequency of piezoelectric sensors and 
actuator bonded to plate under electromechanical coupling. Malgaca [38] solved the 
vibration control problem by using finite element programs in the single analysis step. In 
addition to that, for different lay-ups and piezoelectric actuators, the closed loop time 
responses and natural frequency responses are calculated. Rahman and Alam [39] 
presented vibration control of smart beams by using coupled layerwise (zig-zag) theory for 
cantilever piezoelectric bonded laminated composite beam to obtain undamped natural 
frequency.  
Based on the above study it is observed that there is no study found on the bending and 
vibration behaviour of PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic and laminated composite plate 
using simulation model to the best of author’s knowledge. It is also important to mention 
that an experiment is also carried out to obtain the vibration responses of closed and open 
circuit conditions. The convergence and comparison studies are provided for the bending 
and vibration responses. Based on the convergence and validation study, some new 
problems are also solved which are not provided here.  
2.2 Objective and Scope of the Present Thesis 
Thesmainsobjectsof thesworksissto developsassimulation model forsPZT bonded 
homogeneous isotropic and the laminatedscomposite plate tosinvestigate the bending and 
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vibrationsanalysis. In additionsto that, a simulationsmodel issdeveloped inscommercial FE 
package (ANSYS 15.0) basedson ANSYSsparametric designslanguage (APDL). The 
studys is furtherscontinuedsto analyse thesstructural responsessof PZTsbonded 
homogeneoussisotropic and laminatedscomposite plates. Experimentalsstudies carriedsout 
to investigate the freesvibrationsresponses of PZT bonded homogeneoussisotropic and 
laminated composite plates for closedsand openscircuit conditionssand theirsresults were 
validatedswith ANSYS model. Furthersto findsout the effectsof different thickness ratios 
and supportsconditions onsthe bending andsvibration of PZT bondedslaminated. The 
descriptionsof the the presentsstudy issdiscussedsbelow:  
 As asfirst step, the bendingsresponsessof PZT bondedshomogeneous isotropic 
and  laminated composite plate considering various geometrical parameters have 
been studiedsusingsthe proposed simulationsmodel with the helpsof Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) in ANSYS 15.0senvironment.  
 The models aresextended tosstudy the dynamicsresponses, i.e., the freesvibration 
responsessofsPZT bonded laminatedscomposite platessthroughsthesdeveloped 
simulationsmodel.  
 The vibrationsresponsessof PZTsbonded laminated platessfor closed and open 
circuitsconditions have also been extended for thesexperimentalsvalidation and 
their responsessarescompared with thosesof developedsmodel in ANSYS.  
 Finally, the parametricsstudysof laminated andsdelaminated compositesplates has 
been carried outsusing ANSYS APDL.  
 Study the effect of various thicknesssratios and support condition on PZT bonded 
laminated composite plate for bending and vibration behavior. 
 The bending and vibration response with and without PZT bonded laminated 
composite plates are shown finally. 
Few parametric studies of laminatedvcompositevplatesvwith andvwithout PZT aressolved 
usingvthe simulationsmodel. Invorder toscheck thesefficacy of thespresentlysdeveloped 
simulation models, the convergencesbehaviour withsminimum meshssize hassbeen 
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estimated and compared for the PZT bondedshomogeneous isotropic and laminated 
compositevplates. In additionvtovthat, the present bending and vibrationvresponses of 
PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic and laminated compositesplates are alsoscompared 
with that literature and experimentalsresults shows the accuracy of the developed models. 
Chapter 3 
Mathematical Modeling and Solution 
Techniques 
3.1 Introduction 
The analysis of smart compositevstructures have always been avcomplicated task due to 
the coupling effect of different types of loading either two or more (electrical, mechanical, 
thermal and external stimuli) need to be modelled as a single unit by considering the 
individual effects of the parent and thevfunctional materials. Thispresent chapter provides 
the step of generalised mathematicalvformulation for the bending and the vibration 
behaviour of the PZT bondedvhomogenous isotropic and laminatedscompositesplates i.e. 
piezoelectricsactuators andssensors. In order to addressvthe issue, a generalisedslinear FE 
model hassbeensdeveloped in sANSYS environment. 
3.2 Assumptions 
The present general mathematicalsformulationsis based onsthe following fundamental 
assumptions: 
 A perfectsbondingsexists betweensfibres and matrix of theslaminated compositesplates
and there is no slippagesoccurs at thesinterface of the plate.
 The reference plane is considered as thesmiddle plane of the plate.
 The loads aresappliedseithersin parallelsor perpendicularsto the fibre direction.
 Thespiezoelectric layerssand elasticssubstrate of the laminatedscompositesplate are
bondedsperfectly.
3.3 Field Variables 
As discussedsearlier, the simulationvmodel is developedsin ANSYS environmentsusing 
ANSYS APDL code. For the presentswork solidselement, two fieldssvariablesare taken 
i.e. mechanicalsdisplacement (u, v, w) and electricspotential (ϕk) in thesfunction of
thickness (z). The SOLID5 element is taken for a PZT havingseight nodes with upsto six 
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DOFsat each node and thesSOLID45 elementsis taken  forshomogeneous isotropicsand a 
laminated compositesplate having eight nodesvhavingvthree DOF atveach node. The 
present simulationsmodel is based on thesFSDTskinematicssfor thessolidselement at the 
mid-plane.  
The displacement field issconsidered as: 
     
     
     
0
0
0
, , , , ,
, , , , ,
, , , , ,
x
y
z
u x y z t u x y z x y
v x y z t v x y z x y
w x y z t w x y z x y



 
 
 
(3.1) 
The electric potential can besdefined as: 
     0 1, , , ,
k k kx y z x y z x y     (3.2) 
where, (u0, v0, w0) denote the displacementssat mid-planesalong thev (x, y, z) coordinates 
axessrespectively and x , y and z are thesshearsrotations normalsto midplane aboutsthe x,
y and z-axessrespectively. 
For any k
th
 piezoelectricslayers or patch, theselectricals DOF are  0 1k k   and they 
are shown are as follows. 
0 1,
2
k k k k
k k
ph
   
    
 
   (3.3) 
where, the electricalspotentials  for the upperssurfaces and  forsthe bottommost
surfacessof piezoelectricslayers or patch i.e. k
th
.
The matrixsform of the Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are shownsas follows: 
    0mzd f d (3.4) 
    0k kez ef  (3.5) 
where,    
T
d u v w is globalvand 0 0 0 0  , , , , , 
T
x y zd u v w        is the midplane snodal
DOFssand  k is global and    0 0 1
T
k k k
e   nodalselectrical DOFs in a piezoelectric 
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layers or patch.  mzf is thesmechanicalsfunction and  ezf is the electricalsfunction of 
thicknessscoordinate. 
3.4 Strain-Displacement Relations 
The strain-displacementsrelation for the PZT bonded platesstructure is as follows: 
 
u
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v
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v wyz
z y
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u w
xy z x
u v
y x



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        
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   
  
   
(3.6)
where,    is  the strain tensors this is shown as follows:
    
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 (3.7) 
where, [T] is the thickness coordinate matrix of strain displacement relation and    is
strain matrix at mid-plane is shown below: 
   0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
T
x y z yz xz xy x y yz xz xyk k k k k       (3.8) 
The electric field ‘E’ can be articulatedsas the negative sof electric potential (ϕ): 
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     
T
T
x y zE E E E x y z
        
  
    (3.9) 
By substitutingsEquation (3.2) in the Equation (3.9), the electricsfield componentssalong 
x, y and z- axes can beswritten as follows:    
     0
T
x y zE E E E T E     (3.10) 
[Tɸ] is the thicknessscoordinate matrix of electricsfield potential. 
3.5 Constitutive Relations 
The platesstructure is consisting of the numeralselastic substrate bondedswith 
piezoelectric actuator and sensorspatches/layers. Each lamina is considered as 
piezoelectrically and elasticallysorthotropic. The constitutive equationshaving fiber 
direction (Ɵ) with respectsto material axes is as follows: 
kk
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6 666
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    
     
    
    
    
    
       
(3.11) 
The constitutive relation for piezoelectric layers having to couple between electric field 
and elastic lamina can be written as follows:  
        TED e E   (3.12) 
       Q e E   (3.13) 
where,  E
 
is the electricsfield,  ED is the electricsdisplacement,   is the stress
vectors and   is the strainsvectors while  Q  is the constitutivesmatrix,  e is the
piezoelectricsstress matrixvand   is the dielectricsconstantvmatrix. Equations (3.12) and
(3.13) shows the sensorsandsactuator equations i.e. directspiezoelectric effectsand 
conversespiezoelectricseffect respectively.   
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The stress coefficientsmatrix for PZT is as follows: 
14 15
24 25
31 32 33 36
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
k
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e e e
e e e e
 
      
  
(3.14) 
Whereas, dielectricsconstant matrix is as follows: 
11 12
12 22
33
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0
0 0
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(3.15) 
The resultantssof force andsmoment in terms of smaterialsstiffness can beswritten as 
follows: 
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(3.16) 
3.6 Energy Equation 
This presentsmathematicalsformulation deals by means of the structuralsdisplacements 
due tosexternally appliedselectro- mechanicalsloading. The overallspotential energysof the 
systemsissgiven by as follows:  
       
1
1
2
n
T Tk k
p i s
i v v
T dv E D dv 

 
  
 
   (3.17) 
Whereas, the subscript ‘i’ represents actuator and sensor i.e. ‘a’ and ‘s’ respectively. 
3.6.1 Variational principle for the bending analysis 
The principle ofsminimumspotential energy (PMPE) affirmssthat thesequilibriumsform of 
a system can be defined if an appropriatesforce statessatisfies the geometricsconstraints 
and theschange inspotential energy (
pT ) vanishessfor arbitrarilysforce variations.  
i.e.   0p ET U W    (3.18) 
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3.6.2 Variational principle for vibration analysis 
To obtain the governingaequation of systemaunder dynamic load byausing Hamilton’s 
principle (HP).Thisais also known as the dynamicaversion of principlesofaminimum 
potentialsenergy (PMPE) and can be revealedsin terms of Lagrangian ‘L’ as:  
 
2 2
1 1
t t
P KE
t t
I Ldt T T dt     (3.19) 
where, kinetic energy (TKE) is given by 
   
1
1
2
Tn
k
KE
k v
T d d dv

  (3.20) 
k isvthe masssdensity of the kth layer. From the minimumspotentialsenergy and
Hamilton’s principle the total Lagrangiansformulation forsdeformed configuration of 
structure isswrittensas follows:    
 
2
1
0
t
P KE
t
T T dt    (3.21) 
3.7 Finite Element Formulation 
To determine the approximate mathematicalssolution of displacementsfields in termssof 
desired fieldsvariables we employed FEM steps. The firstvorder shearvdeformation theory 
used tovwiden a finitevelement formulation by incorporating the geometricalslinearity for 
the bendingsandsvibrationsanalysis of piezoelectricsbonded homogeneoussisotropic and 
the laminatedscompositesstructure. 
The mid-plane linear strainsvectors in terms of theirsnodal displacementsvector from 
Equation (3.9) written assfollows: 
    L L oB d   (3.22) 
where, [BL] is the linearsstrain-displacement matrixsin the productsform ofsdifferential 
operator andsshape function. 
Lagrangesequationsfor the conservativessystem can be expressed as: 
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0KE P
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 
 (3.23) 
By substitutingsthe Equations (3.18) and (3.21) in thesabove Eqn. (3.24) it deducessto a 
general linearsfinite elementsequation which cansbe written as follows: 
        d mech electM d K F F     (3.24) 
     
1
d di idK K K K K

        (3.25) 
3.8 Governing Equation 
The governingsequilibriumsequationssfor the bending and vibrationsanalysis can be 
obtained by dropping the appropriatesterms from Equation (3.24) which are shown 
individually assfollows. 
3.8.1 Bending analysis 
To obtain governing equilibrium equation for thevbendingvanalysis of the piezoelectric 
bonded homogeneousvisotropic and the laminatedacomposite plate from, vdropping 
inertia matrix in Equation (3.24) and by using totalvLagrangian virtual work principle can 
be shown as follows: 
      d mech electK F F  (3.26) 
where, [K] is the total resultant stiffness function of displacement {d}. 
3.8.2 Vibration analysis 
To obtain governingsequilibrium equation forsfreesvibrationsanalysis ofspiezoelectric 
bondedslaminatedscomposite plate from Equation (3.24) we have tosdrop electro-
mechanicalsload vectorsand byssubstituting    i td ae   can be written as: 
     2 0n MK     (3.28) 
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where, 
n is the naturalvfrequency (eigenvalue) and  is the mode shapes (eigenvector)
of the freely vibrated Piezoelectricsbonded laminatedscomposite panel in the above 
eigenvalue equation. The fundamental naturalsfrequency is the smallest value of the 
eigenvalue. 
3.9 Solution Technique 
3.9.1 Simulation study 
An FE model of the homogeneoussisotropic and laminatedscomposite plate bonded with 
the PZT has been developedsusing ANSYS APDL. The SOLID5 [40] (Figure 3.1) 
element suitable for coupledsfield analysis has been sfor the PZT-4 layers, SOLID45 [40] 
(Figure 3.2) for theshomogeneoussisotropic plate and laminatedscomposite plate for the 
Epoxy/carbon and carbonsfibre reinforcedspolymer (CFRP). 
Figure 3.1: SOLID5-3D Coupled-Field element 
SOLID5 has a three-dimensional (3D) magnetic, sthermal, electric, piezoelectric, vand 
field capabilityvwith limited couplingsbetween the fields. The elementshas eight nodes 
with up to sDOF at each node. 
Figure 3.2: SOLID45 3-D structural solid 
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SOLID45 is usedvfor the 3-D modellingsof solidvstructures. Theselement is defined by 
eightsnodes havingvthree DOF at eachsnode translationssin the nodal x, y, and z 
directions. vThe element hassplasticity,creep, sswelling, stresssstiffening, largedeflection, 
and large strainscapabilities. Avreduced integrationsoption with hourglassscontrol is 
available. 
Thevpresent work is carriedvout using theselement SOLID5 for PZT layersand 
SOLID45 for the plate (aluminium and composite) fromsthe ANSYS APDL librarysfor 
bending and vibration analysis. 
 The basis of the FEM is the representationsof a body or a structuresby an assemblage of
subdivisions called finiteselements.
 The FEM translatesspartial differentialsequation problemssinto a set of linear algebraic
equations.
a) Steps involved in FE simulation:
 Preference – static, velectric.
 Preprocessor-
 Elementvtype- SOLID5 for thevPZT layervandvSOLID45 forvthe aluminum plate and
laminated composite plate has been taken.
 Materialvproperty- differentvmechanical and electricalvproperties are enteredvaccording
to literature.
 Sections- layers added for avcomposite plate this is not for the homogeneous plate.
 Modeling- generationaof the model as perarequired dimensions.
 Meshing- meshing has been discretizedvin the finite mesh and from the convergence is
calculated and this refined mesh size is used for further analysis.
 Solution –
 Analysis type-New analysis- we can choose Static or Modal analysis for bending and
vibration analysis respectively as required.
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 Define Loads- Applying Structural and electrical loads and we can constrain the model
according to loading and boundary conditions.
 Preprocessor – coupling conditions – again vhave to come back to coupling conditions
in preprocessor and we havevto give electric voltagevcondition layer-wise to the PZT
patches/plates.
 General post process –
 For bending –
a. Plot result - deformed + undeformed as required
b. Contour plot – nodal solution (to obtain the deflection)
 For vibration –
a. Result summary
b. Read result – first set
c. Plot result – nodal solution (to obtain the deformed shape of 1st mode natural
frequency)
3.9.2 Experimental Study 
In the present work, the naturalsfrequencysof the PZT bondedshomogeneous isotropic 
laminated compositesplate issobtained forsclosedscircuit andsopen circuit conditionsusing 
cDAQ (1) i.e. compactsdatasacquisition. The experimentalssetup is shown invFigure 3.3 
(a) andvFigure 3.3 (b) for homogeneoussisotropic (2) and laminatedscomposite plate (2*), 
respectivelyswith fixtures (3). The PZT bonded plate (2) is fixed inssuch a way that 
cantilever supportsconditionsobtained which is subjectedsto an initialsexcitationswith the 
help of hammer (4) (SN 33452, NationalsInstruments) and mechanicalsresponse is sensed 
by an uniaxialsaccelerometer (5) which is mounted at the edge. Uniaxial accelerometer 
transforms thesmechanical ssignal into an electricalssignal and is fed to the cDAQ-9178 
(NationalsInstruments) throughsthe BNC cable (6). The correspondingselectric signal in 
the form of acceleration in the time domain issobtained. For thessensor configuration 
condition, thesaccelerometersis placed at a differentsposition and thesvoltage output is 
obtained and the circuitsdiagram is presented in Figure 3.4. On the outputswindow 
through thesgraphical programmingslanguage LABVIEW 14.0 thesfrequency responses 
are extracted by transformedssignals in the frequencyvdomain, using the inbuiltsFast 
Fouriervtransforms (FFT) functionsin the vand the firstsmode of frequency 
responsesobtained.  
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(a) PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate
(b) PZT bonded laminated composite plate (CFRP) 
Figure 3.3 (a) and (b): Experimental set-up 
Figure 3.4: Circuit diagram in LABVIEW 
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3.10 Boundary Conditions 
In ordervto restrict the rigid bodysmotion a number of differentssupport constraints such as 
(clamped (C), simplyssupported (S) and free (F)) have been imposedson the edges of the 
plate in the presentswork. The details of the restricted DOF in different support conditions 
are presented here in Table 3.1.  
For Vtop and Vbottom = 0 for sensor configuration 
And Vtop = v volt and Vbottom = 0 for actuator configuration 
Table 3.1 Details of support conditions 
Type Locations Restricted degrees of freedom 
Clamped (C) x = 0, a and 
y = 0, b
0 0 0 x y zu v w      
Simply Supported (S) 
x = 0, a 
0 0 zyv w   
y = 0, b 
0 0 zxu w   
3.11  Summary 
A general simulationsmodel has been developed in ANSYSsenvironmentsin this present 
chapter to analyse the bendingsand vibrationsresponses of the piezoelectricspatches under 
electro-mechanicalsloading. In this present work, sthe homogeneoussisotropic and 
laminatedscomposite plate bonded/embedded withspiezoelectricslayers/patches (i.e. PZT) 
as distributedssensors and actuatorssconsidered to achievesthe centralsdeflection and 
frequency. The effect of differentsgeometrical parametersson bendingsandsvibration 
behaviour of thespiezoelectric bondedshomogeneoussisotropic and scomposite plate is 
discussed insdetail in the followingschapter. 
 
 
Chapter 4 
Bending and Vibration Analysis 
4.1 Overview 
In this chapter, the bending and vibrationsresponses of PZT bonded homogeneous 
isotropic and laminatedscompositevplatesvhave beensinvestigated withvthe help of 
simulation model assdiscussed in chapter 3. It is wellsknown thatsthese sare under a 
combined type of loadingswhich affects the bendingsstrength andvthesfrequency of the 
plate. In addition tosthat to predict the actualsbending andss parametersare necessary. 
Section 4.3 presents thevconvergencevbehaviour of the ssimulationvmodels for the 
analysis of bendingvand vibrationsanalysis of shomogeneousvisotropic and theslaminated 
compositesplates andsthensthe responsesswere compared with the resultsvobtainedsfrom 
previouslyvpublishedvliterature andssucceedingvsimulationsand experimentalvstudies. In 
section 4.6 thesefficacy of the presentlysdeveloped modelshas been sthrough asparametric 
study. The effectsvof various thicknesssratio and the supportvconditionsvon the structural 
responses of the PZT bonded homogeneousvisotropic and laminatedvcomposite plates are 
studied. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
A simulationsmodel issdeveloped insANSYSsAPDL to study the bendingsandsvibration 
responsessofstheshomogeneoussisotropic and the laminatedscompositesplate. The 
convergencesstudy isscarried out for PZTsbonded homogeneoussisotropic andslaminated 
composite plate. Subsequently, insorder to examinesthe validationsandsaccuracy of the 
presently developed model, numeroussexamples aressolved for thesvalidation purposes 
and comparedswith thatsavailable publishedsliterature. After the comprehensivestesting of 
the presently developed simulation model, a comprehensivesparametricsstudy of the 
homogeneoussisotropic and theslaminatedscompositesplate aresperformed. The effect of 
differentscombinations ofsparameters suchsas thesthicknesssratio (t/h) andsthessupport 
condition onshomogeneoussisotropic andstheslaminatedscompositesplatesresponses are 
discussed. The bending and vibrationsresponsessof the PZT bonded homogeneous 
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isotropicsand the laminatedscompositesplate is computedsfor convergence andcomparison 
purposesby consideringsvarious materialsconfigurations asstabulated in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Materialsproperties of PZT patches/layers andslaminated composite plate 
Material 
Properties 
Aluminium 
[19] 
PZT-4
1 
[19] 
Graphite/ 
Epoxy 
[0/90/0][19]] 
PZT-4
2 
[19] 
CFRP 
[0/90] 
[22] 
PZT-5H 
[41] 
Dimensions 
(cm)
 
(10108) (10102) (10108) (10102) (10101) (81.20.5) 
1E (GPa) 70 94.95 132.38 81.30 6.695 60.60 
2E (GPa) - 94.95 10.76 81.30 6.314 60.60 
12G (GPa) 26 35.90 3.61 25.60 2.7 23.47 
23 G (GPa) - 25.40 5.65 30.60 1.35 22.98 
12  0.33 0.32 0.24 0.33 0.17 0.289 
23  - 0.38 0.49 0.43 - 0.512 
 (kg/m3) 2700 7800 1600 7800 1388 7500 
3231 ee   
 2/C m  
- -2.10 - - - -6.6228 
33e (
2/ mC ) 
- 9.5 - - - 23.2403 
2415 ee 
 2/C m  
- 9.20 - - - 17.0345 
3231 dd     
( NC / ) 
- - - -12210-12 - - 
33d ( NC / ) - - - -28510
-12
 - - 
11 ( mF / ) - 4.0710
-9
 - - - - 
22 ( mF /
) 
- 4.0710-9 - - - - 
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4.3 Bending Analysis 
In ordersto checksthe convergencesand thesvalidation ofsproposed FEsmodels, the 
bendingsresponse of the simplyssupported (SSSS) PZTsbonded homogeneoussisotropic 
and laminatedscompositesplates arescomputed forsdifferent meshssizesrefinement. The 
convergence is performed by employing the simulation model developed in ANSYS 15.0 
environment. In addition to that, the validation of the present simulation model has been 
checkedsbyscomparingsthe responsesswithsthose ofsavailablespublished literature.  
4.3.1 Convergence study of PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
As a firstsstep, the convergencesbehavioursof the presentlysdevelopedsmodels issobtained 
and presentedsin Table 4.2. For thescomputationspurpose, sSSSS homogeneoussisotropic 
platesintegratedswith PZT
1
slayers isssubjected tosuniformly distributedsload (UDL). sThe
non-dimensionalscentralsdeflections are obtained for the thicknesssratio (t/h=0.10) sand 
aspect ratio (a/h=7) by taking the materias propertiesvas aluminum and PZT-4
1
 of Table
4.1. The non-dimensionalsof the centralsdeflection is normalised using the formula
  9/ 10w w h   , where w , is the maximumscentral deflectionsand h is the totalsthickness
of PZTsbonded plate. It can besseen from the obtainedsresults that they aresconverging 
well with the meshsrefinementsand a (15×15) meshvis sufficientsenough to compute the 
bending responsesof the plate. Hence, basedvon the convergencesstudy a (15×15) mesh 
has beenvused in thesfurthersanalysis tosobtain the bendingsresponses of 
theshomogeneous isotropicsplate. 
Table 4.2: Convergence behaviour of SSSS PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate subjected to 
UDL (t/h=10 and a/h=7) 
Mesh size Non-dimensional central deflection 
1010 2 
1313 1.98 
1515 1.97 
4.3.2 Comparison study of PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
In thisvexample, the non-dimensional centralvdeflection ( w ) ofvSSSS PZT bonded 
homogeneous isotropic platevsubjected tovUDL is computedvusing thevproposedvmodel 
and the results arevcomparedvwith the previouslyvpublishedvliterature [19] andvpresented 
in Table 4.3. The material propertiesvconsidered asvaluminum and PZT-4
1
 of Table 4.1.
The non-dimensional centralvdeflections arevobtained for the thickness ratios (t/h=0.1, 
0.2, 0.3, 0.4) and aspect ratio (a/h=7 and 10) and normalized to the formula
  9/ 10w w h  . It is clear fromvthe table thatvthe presentvnumerical resultsvare showing
goodvagreement with thosevof thevreferences.  
Table 4.3: Comparison study of SSSS homogeneous isotropic plate subjected to UDL 
t/h 
a/h=7 a/h=10 
Present Torres and Mendonca [19] Present Torres and Mendonca [19]
0.1 1.97 1.4337 5.93 5.6295 
0.2 1.66 1.3087 5.23 5.1106 
0.4 1.19 1.178 4.91 4.562 
4.3.3 Convergence study of PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
The convergencevbehavior of the present developed model is obtained for PZT bonded 
laminated composite plate (Graphite/Epoxy) and presented in Table 4.4. The non-
dimensional bending deflections are computed for different layered square SSSS PZT 
bonded laminatedvcomposite plates subjected to UDL. Thevdeflections arevobtained for 
three differentvthicknessvratios (t/h = 0.4) and aspect ratio (a/h=10) usingvthevsame 
material properties as Graphite/Epoxy and PZT
2
 of Table 4.1. Thevnon-dimensional
central deflection is normalised by using the formula  3 4 32 0/ 10w wE h a q   , where w , is
the maximumvcentralvdeflection and h isvthe totalvthickness of PZT bondedvlaminated 
plate. It is clearly observedvthat the presentvresults arevconvergingvwell and an (8×8) 
mesh is sufficientvenough tovobtain thevbending responsesvand the samevis being used for 
the further computationvpurposes. 
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Table 4.4: Convergence behaviour of SSSS PZT bonded laminated Graphite/Epoxy plate subjected 
to UDL (t/h=0.4 and a/h=10) 
Mesh size Non-dimensional central Deflection 
66 0.26 
88 0.259 
1010 0.259 
1212 0.259 
1414 0.259 
1515 0.258 
4.3.4 Comparison study of PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
The non-dimensional centralvdeflection ( w ) of SSSSvPZT bonded vcomposite plates 
subjectedvto UDLvis computedvusing the proposedvmodel and thevresults arevcompared 
with the availablevpublishedvliterature [19] and presentedvin Table 4.5. Thevmaterial 
arevconsidered as Graphite/Epoxyvand PZT
2
 of Table 4.1. It is evident thatvthe present
numericalvresultsvare showingvgood agreement withvthose of the publishedvliterature. 
The non-dimensionalvcentral deflections arevobtained forvthe thicknessvratios (t/h = 0.4 
and 0.6) and aspect ratio (a/h = 10) and normalized to formula  3 4 32 0/ 10w wE h a q  . It
is clear from thevresults that thevpresent numerical resultsvare showing 
goodvagreementvwith publishedvliterature. 
Table 4.5: Comparison study of SSSS PZT bonded laminated Graphite/Epoxy plate subjected to 
UDL (a/h=10)  
t/h Present Torres and Mendonca [19]
0.2 6.248 6.96 
0.4 5.668 5.035 
0.6 4.935 4.328 
4.4 Vibration Analysis 
Now, invorder tovshow thevefficiency of the proposedvsimulation model, thevpresent 
model is extendedvto study the freevvibration responsevof the PZT bondedvhomogeneous 
isotropic and laminatedvcompositevplate. Thevconvergence behaviour of the presently 
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developedvsimulationvmodel has been obtainedvfor homogeneous isotropicvand laminated 
composite plate. For the validationvpurpose, the frequenciesvare obtained forvclosed and 
openvcircuit conditionvusing simulationvmodel and experimentalvstudy and the resultsvare 
compared. 
4.4.1 Convergence study of PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
The convergencevbehaviour of the presentlyvdevelopedvmodel hasvbeen obtained and the 
responsesvare shown in Figure 4.1. The responses are obtained forvclamped (CCCC) PZT 
bondedvhomogeneous isotropic plate by considering the material properties as aluminum 
and PZT-5H of Table 4.1. From the Figure, it can be clearly noted that the model is well 
converging withvthevmeshvrefinementvand (88) meshvsize is sufficientvenough to 
compute the freevvibrationvresponse of the PZT bonded homogeneousvisotropic plate for 
further analysis.  
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Figure 4.1: Convergence study of CCCC PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
4.4.2 Convergence study of PZT bonded laminated composite 
The convergencevbehaviour of the presently developed model hasvbeen obtained and the 
results are presented in Table 4.6. The frequencies are obtained for CCCC PZT bonded 
laminatedvcomposite plate (CFRP) by takingvthe material Properties as CFRP and PZT-
5H of Table 4.1. The laminate plate has two layers [0/90] of Carbon/Epoxy and two 
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layers of PZT-5H. From the table, it can be clearly noted that for the model is converging 
wellvwith the meshvrefinement and (1414) mesh size is sufficientvenough to 
computevthe free vibrationvresponse of the PZT bondedvlaminatedvcomposite plate for 
further analysis. 
Table 4.6: Convergence study for CCCC PZT bonded laminated composite plate (CFRP plate) 
Mesh size Natural frequency 
1010 39.292 
1212 38.166 
1414 36.771 
1616 36.746 
4.4.3 Comparison study of PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
(Graphite/Epoxy) 
In addition to that, the non-dimensional natural frequency ( ) of square SSSS PZT 
bonded laminatedvcompositevplate have been obtained and the results arevcomparedvwith 
the previouslyvpublished literature [19] and presented in Table 4.7. For thevcomputation 
purposevdifferentvthickness ratio (t/h = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6) and aspect ratio (a/h = 10) are 
considered with the material properties as Graphite/Epoxy and PZT-4
2
 of Table 4.1. It is
clearvfrom the tablevthat the resultsvare in goodvagreementvwithvthose of thevpublished 
literature. The non-dimensional naturalvfrequency isvnormalizedvusing the formula 
 2 3/ 10a h     where,  is the natural frequency of PZT bonded laminated
composite plate and 
21 /kg m   is the density considered for all the substrate layers. 
Table 4.7: Comparison study of SSSS PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
(Graphite/Epoxy plate) (a/h = 10) 
t/h Present Torres and Mendonca [19] 
0.2 205.49 203.73 
0.4 225.43 225.62 
0.6 237.75 242.44 
4.5 Vibration Study – An Experiment 
Now, in order tovbuild morevconfidence in thevpresently developedvmodel, vibration 
responsesvof homogeneous isotropicvand laminatedvcomposite plates arevexamined 
experimentallyvand vcompared with those of thevdevelopedvsimulation model. The 
responses ofvspecimens from CFRP plate withvdifferent laminationvschemes arevobtained 
experimentallyvand comparedvwith the vmodel. 
4.5.1 Power generation by sensor configuration 
The experimental study for sensor configuration has been already discussed in Chapter 3. 
In this study, PZT patchesvare bonded on thevupper and bottom surface of thevplate to get 
the required voltage from an external force. The vare obtained for the homogeneous 
isotropic and laminated composite plate are discussed in detail and presented below: 
a) PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate
The voltage response of one edge clamped and other edges free (CFFF) PZT bonded 
homogeneousvisotropic plate is shown in Table 4.8. The voltagevresponses of the 
homogeneous isotropicvplatevare decreased as the position ofvaccelerometer changes from 
free edge (which is opposite tovclamped edge) to clamped edge. The responsesvobtained 
through LABVIEW are presentedvin Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) for position 0-2 and 2-4 cm, 
respectively. 
Table 4.8: Voltage response of CFFF PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
Position (cm) Voltage (volt)
0.-2 1.023293 
2-4 1.017419 
4-6 1.002305 
6-8 1.002305 
8-10 1.001728 
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(a) 0-2 cm 
(b) 2-4 cm 
Figure 4.2 (a) and (b): Voltage response of CFFF PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic 
plate 
b) PZT bonded laminated composite plate (CFRP plate)
The voltagevresponse of CFFF PZT bondedvlaminatedvcomposite plate is presented in 
Table 4.9. The responses arevdecreasing as the position of accelerometer changes from free 
edge (which is opposite to clamped edge) to clampedvedge. The voltagevresponses of 
CFFF PZT bonded square laminatedvcomposite plate obtained using LABVIEW are 
presented in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) for position 0-2 and 2-4 cm, respectively. 
Table 4.9: Voltage response of PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
This Table is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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(a) 0-2 cm 
(b) 2-4 cm 
Figure 4.3 (a) and (b): Voltage response of CFFF PZT bonded laminated composite plate 
4.5.2 Vibration response of closed and open circuit condition 
In this study, the vibration responses of CFFF PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic and 
laminated composite plate for closed and open circuit condition is computed. The 
frequency responses of plates arevrecordedvexperimentally byvusing PXIe-1071v 
(National Instruments) at NIT Rourkela and which is furthervcompared withvsimulation 
model. 
a) Homogeneous isotropic plate bonded by PZT patches
The frequency response of CFFF PZT bondedvhomogeneous isotropic plate for closed and 
openvcircuit condition is presentedvin Table 4.10. Fromvthe experimental study, it is 
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observed that the frequencyvresponses in open circuit condition are highervthan that of 
closedvcircuitvcondition. This is because of the stiffness invopenvcircuit condition is 
higher than that of the closed circuitvcondition. Also, these experimentalvresults are 
compared with the simulation model developed using ANSYS APDL and it is observed 
that the differencevis small. The responsesvare obtained using a mesh size of (88) using a 
simulationvmodel. The first two modevshapes of frequencyvresponses of closedvandvopen 
circuit condition obtained through simulation model and experimentalvstudy arevpresented 
in Figures 4.4 - 4.7. 
Table 4.10: Natural frequency for CFFF PZT bonded homogeneous isotropic plate for closed and 
open circuit condition 
(a) 1
st
 mode           (b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.4 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF homogeneous isotropic plate for closed circuit 
condition in ANSYS environment 
This Table is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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(a) 1
st
 mode 
 (b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.5 (a) and (b): Mode shapes of CFFF homogeneous isotropic plate for closed 
circuit condition by an experiment 
(a) 1
st
 mode           (b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.6 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF homogeneous isotropic plate for an open 
circuit condition in ANSYS environment 
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(a) 1
st
 mode 
.
(b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.7 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF homogeneous isotropic plate for an open 
circuit condition by an experiment 
b) Laminated composite plate bonded by PZT patches
The frequency response of CFFF PZT bonded laminated composite plate (CFRP) are 
obtained for closed and open circuitvcondition and presentedvin Table 4.13. Fromvthe 
experimental study, it is notedvthat the responses in openvcircuit conditionvare 
highervthan that of closedvcircuit condition. The responsesvare follows thevsame trend as 
in the case of homogeneousvplate and the vresultsvare also comparedvwith the results 
obtained throughvsimulation model. Thevresponses are vusing a mesh size of (1414) 
using a simulation model. The first two mode shapes of closed and open circuit condition 
obtained in ANSYS environment and experimentallyvare presented in Figures 4.8-4.11.
Table 4.11: Frequency responses for CFFF PZT bonded laminated composite plate for closed and 
open circuit condition 
(a) 1
st
 mode                                                 (b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.8 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF laminated composite plate for closed circuit 
condition in ANSYS environment 
(a) 1
st
 mode 
This  Table is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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(b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.9 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF laminatedvcomposite plate for closed circuit 
condition by an experiment 
(a) 1
st
 mode                                                 (b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.10 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF laminated composite plate for an open 
circuit condition in ANSYS environment 
(a) 1
st
 mode 
(b) 2
nd
 mode 
Figure 4.11 (a) and (b): Mode shape of CFFF laminated composite plate for an open 
circuit condition by an experiment 
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4.6 Numerical Illustration 
The present simulation model is extended to study thevbending vvibration responsesvof the 
homogeneousvisotropic vcomposite plate by varyingvthe geometricalvparameters.   
4.6.1 Bending analysis 
Central deflection of homogeneous isotropic and laminatedvcomposite platevwith 
and without PZT 
In this study, the bendingvbehavior of visotropic plate and laminated composite plate are 
investigated withv without PZT plate. The responses are obtained for two oppositevedges 
clamped and two opposite edges free (CFCF) supportvcondition as shown in Figure 4.12. 
It is important tovmention that as t/h=0 that mean there is no PZT platesvare bonded to 
plate. The central deflection of the homogeneousvplate and thevcomposite plate is 
inverselyvproportional to the t/h. This vbecause the stiffness increases with an electrical 
potential andvmechanicalvloading. 
(a) Homogeneous isotropic plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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(b) Laminated composite plate 
Figure 4.12 (a) and (b): Deflection of homogeneous isotropic and laminated composite 
plate with and without PZT 
Effect of thickness ratio and boundary condition on PZT bonded homogeneous 
isotropic plate  
In this study, the bendingvbehavior of PZT vhomogeneous isotropic plate is obtained for 
different support conditions and vin Figure 4.13. For all support conditions, vthe central 
deflection of homogeneousvisotropic plate vwith an increase in t/h. The clamped support 
condition shows the less vdeflection in comparisonvto the other supportvcondition and the 
reasonvbehind this is structurev stiffer. It is also importantvto mention that the structure 
becomesvstiffer as the plate is loaded whichvresults in generationvof electrical voltage in 
PZT plate.  
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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Figure 4.13: Effect of t/h ratio and support conditions on the central deflection of PZT 
bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
Effect of thickness ratio and boundary condition on PZT bonded laminated 
composite plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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Figure 4.14: Effect of t/h ratio and support conditions on the central deflection of PZT 
bonded laminated composite plate 
(a) CFFF            (b) SSSS 
(c) CFCF           (d) CSCS 
Figure 4.15 (a), (b), (c) and (d): Variation of central deflection for PZT bonded laminated 
composite plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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4.6.2 Vibration analysis 
Natural frequency of homogenous isotropic and laminated composite plate with and 
without PZT 
In thisvstudy, the vibrationvresponsesvof homogeneousvisotropic and laminatedvcomposite 
plate arevinvestigated with and without PZT plate for CFCF support condition and 
presented in Figure 4.16. As earlier discussed in the present case also, the t/h=0 that mean 
there is no PZT plate is bonded to plate. It is importantvto mention that thevfrequency 
response of homogeneousvand thevcomposite plate are directlyvproportional to the t/h and 
the reasonvbehindvthis is the stiffnessvincreases with electricalvpotential inside the PZT. 
(a) Homogeneous isotropic plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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(b) Laminated composite plate 
Figure 4.16 (a) and (b): Frequency responses of homogeneous isotropic and laminated 
composite plate with and without PZT 
Effect of thickness ratio and boundary condition on PZT bonded homogeneous 
isotropic plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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Figure 4.17: Effect of t/h ratio and boundary conditions on frequency response of PZT 
bonded homogeneous isotropic plate 
Effect of thickness ratio and boundary condition on PZT bonded laminated 
composite plate for vibration analysis 
In the similar manner, the vibration behaviour of PZT bondedvlaminated composite plate 
is obtained for different supportvconditions and presented in Figure 4.18. For all the 
supportvconditions, thevvibration response ofvlaminated compositevplatevincreasingvwith 
an increase in t/h. The clampedvsupport condition showsvthe high frequencyvamongvall 
other support condition and the reasonvbehind this is already discussedvearlier. The 
frequency responsevobtained in ANSYS APDLvenvironment forvdifferentvsupport 
conditions such as CCCC, CSCS, SSSS and SFSF arevpresented in Figure 4.19 (a), (b), (c) 
and (d), respectively. 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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Figure 4.18: Effect of t/h ratio and boundary conditions on frequency response of PZT 
bonded laminated composite plate 
(a) CCCC         (b) CSCS
(c) SSSS           (d) CFCF 
Figure 4.19 (a), (b), (c) and (d): Variation of natural frequency for PZT bonded laminated 
composite plate 
This  data is intentionally made blank as the data is used under journal paper preparation
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5.1 Concluding Remarks 
In this present work, the bending andvvibration behaviourvof the PZT bonded 
homogeneous isotropic andvlaminatedvcomposite plate arevexamined through 
experimentally andvsimulation modelvdeveloped in ANSYS APDL environment. The 
bending andvvibration responsesvhave beenvcomputedvand validatedvwith those of the 
available publishedvliterature. In addition to that, the presentvresults obtained vvibration 
analysisvusingvsimulation model are also validated with anvexperimental results. It is 
observedvthat as the PZT thicknessvratio (t/h) increases the maximumvcentral deflection 
decreasing. It is also observed from the responsesvthat the support conditions affect the 
responses significantly. A parametricvstudy has been carried out for the bending and 
vibration behaviour of the PZT bonded homogeneousvisotropic andvlaminated composite 
plates. Thevmost specific conclusions as a result of the presentvinvestigationvare stated 
below:  
 Convergence study of thevpresent developedvsimulation model is performed by
refining thevmesh density forvbending andvvibrationvproblems. Thevcomparison
study for differentvcases indicatesvthe necessityvand requirementvof the present
mathematicalvmodelvfor an accuratevprediction of the structuralvbehaviour.
 The homogeneousvisotropic plate andvGraphite/Epoxyvcomposites platesvhave
beenvexamined byvtaking the differentvthicknessvratio and support conditions.
Effects on the homogeneousvand composite platevwith and withoutvPZT
platesvon the bendingvandvvibration responsevare alsovstudied in detailed.
 The natural frequencyvincreases andvcentral deflectionvdecreasesvwhen the
thickness of PZT to substratevincreases. For open circuitvcondition, thevnatural
frequencyvis more thanvthat of the closedvcircuit condition.
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5.2 Significant Contribution of the Thesis 
The contribution of the presentvresearch work is as follows: 
 The bending responses of PZT bonded homogeneousvisotropic and laminated
compositevplate isvinvestigated by using FEvsimulation modelvdeveloped in
ANSYSvenvironment.
 The vibrationvresponse of PZT bonded homogeneous isotropicvand laminated
composite plate is investigatedvfor closedvand openvcircuit conditions
experimentally as well as using FEvsimulation modelvdeveloped in ANSYS
environment.
 The resultsvobtained shows that the good efficiencyvof the experimentalvmodel and
developed simulation model.
 The effect of different thickness ratio and support condition on thevbending and
vibration responses are investigated.
 The deflection and frequencyvresponses arevobtained for homogeneousvisotropic
and laminatedvcompositevplate with and without PZT.
5.3 Future Scope of the Work 
 The presentvstudy canvbe extendedvfurther for the controlled vibration suppression
in smart composite shell structure.
 The linear frequency response obtained in the present study can be further used for
the computation of nonlinear responses.
 The study can be extended for different geometry & material properties
delaminating, cracked composite laminate, buckling analysis also for the
hygrothermal environment.
 Thevpresentvstudyvcanvbevextended tovinvestigate thevnonlinearvforced/damped
vibrationvand thermomechanical postbuckling behaviourvofvPZTvbonded
laminated compositevstructures byvtaking temperaturevdependentv material
propertiesvbasedvonvthenonlinearvmathematicalvmodel.
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